
T
his article presents a comprehensive analysis of the
thermal effects in advanced high-performance inter-
connect systems arising due to self-heating under
various circuit conditions, including electrostatic

discharge (ESD). Technology (Cu, low-k, etc.) and scaling ef-
fects on the thermal characteristics of the interconnects, and
on their electromigration (EM) reliability, have been analyzed

simultaneously, which have important implications for
providing robust and aggressive deep sub-micron (DSM) in-
terconnect design guidelines. The analysis takes into account
the effects of increasing interconnect (Cu) resistivity with de-
creasing line dimensions and the effect of a finite barrier
metal thickness. Furthermore, the impact of these thermal ef-
fects on the design (driver sizing) and optimization of the in-
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Understanding Thermal Effects in VLSI Interconnects Is Important for
Handling Performance and Reliability Issues

as the Technology Continues to Scale



t e rconnec t l ength
between repeaters at
the global-tier signal
lines are investigated.
Finally, the reliability
implications for mini-
mum-sized vias in op-
timally buffered signal
nets will also be quantified.

Overview
As VLSI technology scales, interconnects are becoming the
dominant factor determining system performance and power
dissipation [1, 2]. Additionally, interconnect reliability due to
electromigration and thermal effects is fast becoming a seri-
ous design issue particularly for long signal lines [3-5]. Ther-
mal effects are an inseparable aspect of electrical power
distribution and signal transmission through the intercon-
nects due to self-heating (or Joule heating) caused by the flow
of current. Current flow in a VLSI interconnect causes a
power dissipation of I R2 , where I is the current through the
interconnect and R is the line resistance. Since the intercon-
nects, especially the global-tier interconnects, are far away
from the substrate, which is attached to the heat sink, the heat
generated due to this I R2 power dissipation cannot be effi-
ciently removed and therefore causes an increase in intercon-
nect temperature. This phenomenon is referred to as Joule
heating or self-heating. Even though this I R2 power dissipa-
tion is not a major portion of the total chip power dissipation,
since this power is dissipated by the interconnects, which are
separated from the substrate by a dielectric that has very low
thermal conductivity, it can cause significant temperature
rise in the interconnect. In fact, it has been recently shown
that interconnect Joule heating in advanced technology
nodes can strongly impact the magnitude of the maximum
temperature of the global lines despite negligible changes in
chip power density [6], which will, in turn, strongly affect the
EM lifetime of the interconnect.

The ever-increasing demand for speed and functionality in
silicon-based VLSI systems has caused aggressive scaling of de-
vices, reduction in the interconnect pitch, and increase in
metallization levels. This aggressive interconnect scaling has re-
sulted in increasing current densities [7] and associated thermal
effects. Furthermore, low dielectric constant (low-k) materials
are being introduced as an alternative insulator to silicon diox-
ide to reduce interconnect capacitance (therefore delay) and
cross-talk noise to enhance circuit performance [8]. These mate-
rials can further exacerbate thermal effects owing to their poor
thermal properties [9].

Apart from normal circuit conditions, ICs also experience
high-current stress conditions, the most important of them being
ESD, which causes accelerated thermal failures [10]. Semicon-
ductor industry surveys indicate that ESD is the largest single
cause of failures in ICs [11]. Interfacing between multiple power

supply chips, as well as
between multiple power
supply blocks within a
chip, also causes high-
current conditions at the
I/O circuitry [12]. Inter-
connects are also known
to experience similar

stress conditions during testing for latch-up robustness. The need
to understand high-current behavior of VLSI circuits has in-
creased in importance due to their continuous scaling.

Trends in VLSI Scaling and
Implications for Thermal Effects

In this section various interconnect technology scaling trends
will be discussed to illustrate their impact on thermal effects.
Even though VLSI circuits continue to be scaled aggressively,
rapid increase in functional density has resulted in a steady in-
crease in chip size. This has resulted in an increasing number of
interconnect levels and reduction in interconnect pitch in order
to realize all the inter-device and inter-block communications.
The number of interconnect metal levels is projected to increase
from six levels at the 180-nm node to nine levels at the 50-nm
node [13]. Furthermore, the critical dimensions of contacts and
vias are also decreasing with scaling, resulting in higher current
densities in these structures. Compounded with the introduc-
tion of low-k dielectrics as alternative insulators, whose thermal
conductivities are also much lower than that of silicon dioxide, it
is envisioned that thermal effects in interconnects can poten-
tially become another serious design constraint.

A simple analysis to demonstrate the implications of technol-
ogy scaling on technology performance is now presented. This
analysis is instructive since these implications, in turn, have im-
portant implications on thermal effects and on reliability re-
quirements for interconnects. Consider an interconnect
segment of length l between two inverters as shown in Fig. 1(a).
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1. Interconnect of length l between two identical inverters.

Aggressive interconnect scaling has resulted
in increasing current densities and

associated thermal effects.



Figure 1(b) shows the equivalent distributed RC representation.
Here the inverter on the left that is driving the interconnect is
represented as a voltage sourceVtr controlled by the voltageVst at
the input capacitance. Rtr is the equivalent transistor resistance
and C p is the parasitic capacitance composed mainly of the drain
capacitance of the transistors. CL is the load capacitance or the
input capacitance of the second inverter. Also, c and r are the ca-
pacitance and resistance per unit length of the interconnect line.
Using this simple model, the performance of a technology can be
most simply summarized by the delay time td for a logic signal,
which is given by the following equation [14]:

t R C C R c rC l rcld tr p L tr L= + + + +( ) ( )
1
2

2

(1)

where Rtr , C p, and CL are functions of the transistor design and
the circuit design W L/ ratios used. The interconnect resistance
per unit length r depends on the resistivity of the interconnect
metal, while c depends on the dielectric constant of the sur-
rounding insulating material, interconnect metal pitch, inter-
connect geometry, and underlying insulator thickness [15]. The
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the intrin-
sic gate delay while the other two terms represent the load delay
and the interconnect delay contributions, respectively. The fac-
tor of half in the interconnect delay arises due to the distributed
nature of the interconnect [16].

Let s < 1be the scaling parameter, which is defined as the ra-
tio of the feature size at a newer technology node to the feature
size at an older reference technology node. There are two simpli-
fied scaling scenarios for interconnects:

✦ scale metal pitch W S+ at constant metal thickness H
(Fig.  2) and

✦ scale metal pitch and the metal thickness.

Under the first scenario, the load delay, line delay, and cur-
rent density will scale as1 s,1 2s , and1 s respectively. Under the
second scenario, the load delay, line delay and current density
will all scale as1 2s . In either case, it can be seen that intercon-
nect delays begin to dominate technology performance and that
current density increases with scaling.

The interconnect scaling requirements drive several tech-
nology enhancements. Use of low-k materials lowers the inter-
connect capacitance per unit length c (particularly intra-level)
in Eq. (1) and therefore lowers the delay component
R cl rcltr + 1

2
2. Lower interconnect capacitance also helps in min-

imizing cross-talk noise. Furthermore, lower interconnect ca-
pacitance also helps in reducing the dynamic power dissipation
Pdyn during the switching of gates in digital circuits, which can be
estimated by [16]

P CV fdyn = 1
2

2α
(2)

whereα is the activity factor or switching probability, C is the to-
tal capacitance, V is the power supply voltage, and f is the clock
frequency of the circuit.

Hence, it is the minimization of interconnect capacitance
that is driving the introduction of low-k dielectric materials.
Similarly, lower interconnect resistance and higher current
density requirements drive the use of new metallization (namely
Cu). Since these low-k materials also have lower thermal con-
ductivity than silicon dioxide, heat dissipation becomes even
more difficult. Thus, VLSI technology scaling has important im-
plications on thermal effects, as discussed in this section. The
various trends in technology scaling that cause increased ther-
mal effects in interconnects can be summarized as:

✦ increasing current density;
✦ increasing number of interconnect levels;
✦ introduction of low-k dielectric materials; and
✦ increased thermal coupling.

Impact on Interconnect Reliability and Design
Thermal effects impact interconnect design and reliability in the
following ways. First, they limit the maximum allowable RMS
current density, jrms max− [see Eq. (9)] in the interconnects, in or-
der to limit the temperature increase. Second, interconnect life-
time (reliability), which is limited by EM, has an exponential
dependence on the inverse metal temperature [17]. Hence, tem-
perature rise of metal interconnects due to the self-heating phe-
nomenon can also limit the maximum allowed average current
density javg max− , since EM capability is dependent on the average
current density [18]. Third, thermally induced open-circuit
metal failure under short-duration high peak currents including
ESD is also a reliability concern [19]. As the number of wired
gates G per chip increases, the number of I/O pins, N P also in-
creases, as per Rent’s Rule [16], which is given by

N KGP = β
(3)
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2. A schematic cross-section of a multilevel interconnect scheme em-
ployed in present VLSI circuits. The metal pitch is defined as W S+

and the aspect ratio is defined as H W/ .



where K is the average
number of I/Os per gate
and β is the Rent expo-
nent that can vary from
0.1 to 0.7. As a conse-
quence of this increase
of I/O pins, the package
floor planning is chang-
ing from peripheral
package connections to
array grids in order to accommodate the increased I/O pin count
[20]. In the array architecture, the interconnect widths between
external pads and the ESD structures must decrease to preserve
chip wirability and to prevent timing delays in critical paths and
in the receiver and driver networks. This trend can increase the
susceptibility of interconnects to ESD failure. Additionally, ESD
events can introduce latent EM damage, which has important
reliability implications [21, 22].

Presently, interconnect design rules are not generated in a
self-consistent manner [13, 23]; i.e., EM and self-heating are
not simultaneously considered for generating EM lifetime
guidelines for interconnects. Recently, Hunter [24] solved the
EM lifetime equation for Al-Cu, and the one-dimensional
(1-D) heat equation, in a self-consistent manner that compre-
hended both EM and self-heating simultaneously. Rzepka et
al. [25] have carried out detailed simulations of self-heating in
multilevel interconnects using finite element analysis. Their
study concluded that, in the near future, multilevel intercon-
nect arrays will be affected by self-heating more severely. As
deep sub-micron interconnect technologies are rapidly evolv-
ing, with the introduction of Cu and low-k dielectrics, there is
an increasing need to understand their effects simultaneously
on the thermal characteristics of these interconnects and on
their EM reliability, in order to provide robust design guide-
lines. Furthermore, it is not clear whether thermal con-
straints conflict with the performance optimization steps
employed at the circuit level. Hence, a thorough analysis of
thermal effects in DSM interconnects is necessary to compre-
hend their full impact on circuit design, accurately model
their reliability, and provide thermally safe design guidelines
for various technologies.

Scope of this Study
The analysis presented in this article examines the self-con-

sistent solutions for allowed interconnect current density for
technologies up to 50 nm involving Cu and various low-k mate-
rials as per the International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-
ductors (ITRS) [13] and compares it with the current densities
obtained by performance optimization methodologies. Both
unipolar current waveforms, which are present in power supply
lines, and bipolar current waveforms, which are present in sig-
nal lines, have been considered in this analysis that simulta-
neously comprehends electromigration and Joule heating.
Since in the ITRS roadmap, the line widths of even global wires
scale with technology, one needs to consider the metal resistiv-

ity increase with tech-
nology scaling due to
increased electron scat-
tering from the inter-
faces [26] and because of
a greater fraction of in-
terconnect area being
consumed by metal bar-
rier. Also for global
lines, the interconnect

cross-section area is large and therefore the rms current is fairly
large. However, this current also flows through the contacts and
vias that connect the global metal lines to silicon substrate. In
this work we also quantify thermal effects in vias and show that if
minimum-sized vias are used for optimal buffering of global in-
terconnects, the lines may not be a reliability concern but the
current densities in the minimum sized vias will cause reliability
concerns. Finally, design guidelines for high-current robustness
of interconnects used in the ESD protection and I/O circuitry are
also examined in detail.

Preliminaries
Average, RMS, and Peak Current Densities

Circuit designers are typically provided with the maximum allow-
able values for three interconnect current densities. These are the
average current density javg , the RMS current density jrms , and the
peak current density jpeak. These quantities are defined as follows.
The peak current density is simply the current density corre-
sponding to the peak current of the waveform

j
I

Apeak
peak=

(4)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the interconnect. The aver-
age current density is defined as

j
T

j t t
T

avg d= ∫
1

0
( )

(5)

where T is the time period of the current waveform. The RMS
current density is defined as

j
T

j t t
T

rms d= ∫
1

0

2( ) .
(6)

For a fixed temperature, EM lifetime of interconnects is
known to be determined by javg [18]. Self-heating is determined
by jrms . Presently, high-performance interconnect design is
based on the specified limits for the maximum values of the aver-
age, RMS, and peak current densities [23]. However, as pointed
out earlier, they are not self-consistent; i.e., these values do not
simultaneously comprehend the two temperature-dependent
mechanisms: EM and self-heating.
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A detrimental effect of using low-k dielectric
materials is that the metal temperature
increases, which makes these lines more

susceptible to high-current failures.



Electromigration
EM is the transport of mass in metals under an applied current
density and is widely regarded as a major wear-out or failure
mechanism of VLSI interconnects [17]. When current flows
through the interconnect metal, an electronic wind is set up op-
posite to the direction of current flow. These electrons, upon col-
liding with the metal ions, impart sufficient momentum and
displace the metal ions from their lattice sites, creating vacan-
cies. These vacancies condense to form voids that result in in-
crease of interconnect resistance or even open-circuit
conditions [27]. EM lifetime reliability of metal interconnects is
modeled by the well-known Black’s equation [17], given by

TTF A j
Q

k T
n

B m

=






−* exp

(7)

where TTF is the time-to-fail (typically for 0.1% cumulative fail-
ure), A* is a constant that is dependent on the geometry and
microstructure of the interconnect, j is the dc or average current
density, and the exponent n is typically 2 under normal use condi-
tions. The activation energy Q in narrow (< 1 µ) copper lines is
dominated by surface transport [28] and is ~ 0.5 eV [29], kB is the
Boltzmann’s constant, and Tm is the metal temperature. There-
fore, the EM lifetime of copper interconnects decreases as line
width decreases, as opposed to AlCu lines where EM lifetimes are
known to improve with line scaling [30]. The typical goal is to
achieve a 10-year lifetime at 100 °C, for which Eq. (7) and acceler-
ated testing data produce a design rule value for the acceptable
current density at Tref , j0.

Self-Heating
The effect of self-heating can be analyzed from the following. The
metal temperature Tm in Eq. (7) is given by

T T Tm = +ref self -heating∆ (8)

and, under steady-state thermal conditions,

∆T T T
T

I RR t I RRm

T

self heating ref rmsd− = − = =∫( )
1

0

2 2
θ θ (9)

where Tref is the reference chip (silicon junction) temperature
and is typically taken as 100 °C to 120 °C, ∆Tself -heating is the tem-
perature rise of the metal interconnect due to the flow of cur-
rent, R is the interconnect resistance, and Rθ is the thermal

impedance of the interconnect line to the substrate. This equa-
tion assumes that the frequency of interconnect current is much
greater than the inverse of thermal time constant (a few MHz),
which implies that the metal temperature has very small varia-
tions about Tm . The reference temperature of the chip Tref results
primarily due to the total power dissipation in the chip and con-
sists of switching, leakage, short-circuit, and static power dissi-
pation [31]. Tref can be estimated from the following equation [6]:

T T R
P
Anref = + 



0

(10)

where T0 is the chip ambient temperature, P is total power dissi-
pation, and A is the chip area. Here Rn represents the substrate
(Si) layer plus the package thermal resistance. Using Eq. (10), Rn

for the present technology node (180 nm) can be calculated. As-
suming the same value for Rn , the die temperatures at other
technology nodes can be estimated using Eq. (10). Rn is domi-
nated by the package thermal resistance [6]. Thus, both EM and
self-heating are temperature-dependent effects, and as
self-heating increases, EM lifetime decreases exponentially ac-
cording to Eq. (7).

Coupled Electromigration
and Self-Heating Analysis

Interconnects can be broadly classified into two categories: sig-
nal lines and power lines (clock lines and data busses are spe-
cial cases of signal lines). They differ in that currents in signal
lines are bidirectional (or bipolar) [18], while those in power
lines are usually unidirectional (or unipolar). We now present
the coupled EM and self-heating analysis for unipolar and bipo-
lar pulses separately.

Unipolar Current Stress Condition
We first consider unipolar current waveforms for some illustra-
tive analysis. Using the definitions in the “Preliminaries” section,
for the three current densities, one can easily show that

j rjavg peak= (11)

and

j r jrms peak=
(12)

where r is the duty cycle defined as t Ton / in Fig. 3.

We now introduce the formulation of the self-consistent so-
lutions [24] for allowed interconnect current density and then
apply them to analyze Cu interconnects. ∆Tself -heating in intercon-
nects given by Eq. (9) can be written in terms of the RMS current
density as

j
T T K W
t t W T

m

m m m m
rms

ref ins eff

ins

2 = −( )
( )ρ

.
(13)
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3. A unipolar pulsed waveform illustrating various current definitions.



Here tm and Wm are the thickness and width of interconnect metal
line, and ρm mT( ) is the metal resistivity at temperature Tm . Note
that the thermal impedance Rθ in Eq. (9) has been expressed as

R
t

K LWθ = ins

effins

.
(14)

This expression for the thermal impedance is based on a
quasi-2-D heat conduction model with

W W tmeff ins= + 0 88.

valid for W tm / .ins > 0 4 and is accurate to within 3% [32]. Here
tins is the total thickness of the underlying dielectric, K ins is the
thermal conductivity normal to the plane of the dielectric, and L
is the length of the interconnect. It can be deduced from Eq. (14)
that, under steady-state Joule heating, as tins increases, the tem-
perature rise increases, which results in higher
temperatures for global-tier metal lines.

Now, in order to achieve the EM reliability
lifetime goal mentioned above, we must have
the lifetime at any ( javg ) current density and
metal temperature Tm equal to or larger than
the lifetime value (e.g., ten years) under the de-
sign rule current density stress j0 at tempera-
ture Tref . This value of j0 is dependent on the
specific interconnect metal technology. There-
fore, we have

( ) ( )exp expQ

k T

Q

k TB m B

j javg

ref

2
0
2

≥ .
(15)

From Eqs. (11) and (12) we have, after elimi-
nating jpeak,

j

j
ravg

rms

2

2
= .

(16)

Substituting for jrms
2 from Eq. (13) and javg

2 from
Eq. (15) in (16), we get the self-consistent equa-
tion given by

( )
( )r j

t t W T

T T K

Q

k T

Q

k T

m m m m

m

B m

B

=
−0

2
exp

exp

(

( )
)

ref

ins

ref ins

ρ
Weff

.

(17)

Note that this is a single equation in the single
unknown temperature Tm . Once this self-con-
sistent temperature is obtained, the corre-
sponding maximum allowed jpeak and jrms can
be calculated from Eqs. (12) and (13). The
self-consistent equation given by Eq. (17) for
unipolar pulses is also valid for more general
unipolar time varying waveforms with an effec-
tive duty cycle reff [33].

One of the consequences of the self-consistent equation is
that, for a certain j0, as r decreases the self-consistent tempera-
ture and the maximum allowed jpeak increases. This effect is shown
in Fig. 4 for Cu interconnects. Second, it can be observed that as r
decreases, the ratio

j

j
peak(self -consistent)

peak(without self -heating, i.e., the line labeled j r0 / )

decreases monotonically. At r = −10 2, the self- consistent jpeak is
nearly two times smaller than the jpeak obtained from EM con-
straint only; i.e., without self-heating. From the EM lifetime re-
lation given by Eq. (7), this implies that if a design used only the
average (EM) current as the design guideline without compre-
hending self-heating, it could have a lifetime nearly four times
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smaller than the reli-
ability requirement.
Third, it can be observed
from Fig. 5 that, as j0 is
increased, the self-con-
sistent interconnect
metal temperature Tm

increases as expected
from Eq. (17). However,
the maximum allowed
jpeak does not increase much for values of r < −10 2. That is, j0 be-
comes increasingly ineffective in increasing jpeak as the duty cy-
cle r decreases. From the above analysis, it apparently seems that
EM capability might cease to be the dominant driver of intercon-
nect technology evolution and thermal effects will limit the
maximum allowed jpeak.

Bipolar Current Stress Condition
As pointed out earlier, contrary to the current in power supply
lines, current waveform in signal lines is both positive and nega-
tive. The average current javg as defined in Eq. (5) is zero for these
signal lines. Therefore, for signal lines, the electromigration prob-
lem is not as severe as lines with unidirectional current flow.
However, Joule heating is dependent on the RMS current density,
which is not altered. Therefore, an expression similar to Eq. (17)
needs to be derived for the bipolar current case. Hunter [33] de-
rived an expression for the self-consistent metal temperature for
square bipolar currents. However, the current in a VLSI intercon-
nect is not a square waveform and therefore we need to derive the

expression for the self-
consistent metal tem-
perature for a general bi-
polar waveform [34].

Figure 6 shows the
bipolar current density
waveform j t( ) found in
typical signal lines. Let
j t+( ) denote the positive
excursions of the cur-

rent density and j t−( )denote the negative excursions of the cur-
rent density. Therefore,

j t j t j t( ) ( ) ( )= ++ − .

Obviously j t+( ) and j t−( ) are mutually exclusive in t.
For the case of an arbitrary bipolar ac signal, detailed studies

have shown that the effective ac value of current density respon-
sible for EM, jEM bipolar , is given by the average current recovery
(ACR) model [33] as follows:

{ }j j
T

j t t R j t t
T T

EM bipolar ACR d d= = −+ −∫ ∫
1

0 0
( ) ( )

(18)

where jACR is the current density of the ACR model and R is a re-
covery parameter (< 1) of the ACR model. It heuristically ac-
counts for the degree of healing of EM void damage that occurs
when the current direction changes [33].

Now, similar to the unipolar case, in order to achieve the EM
reliability lifetime goal mentioned above, we must have the life-
time in any ( jEM bipolar ) current density and metal temperature Tm

equal to or larger than the lifetime value (e.g., 10 years) under
the design rule current density stress j0 at the temperature Tref .
Therefore, we must have

( ) ( )exp expQ

k T

Q

k TB m B

j jEM bipolar

ref

2
0
2

≥ .
(19)

From Eq. (19) it follows that

j j
Q

k T
Q

k TB m B
EM bipolar

ref

≤ −






0 2 2

exp .
(20)

For an arbitrary bipolar pulse the average current model for EM
should be replaced by the ACR model; hence, it follows that

j j
Q

k T
Q

k TB m B
ACR

ref

≤ −






0 2 2

exp .
(21)

The current waveforms in signals lines are invariably sym-
metric bipolar waveforms. A symmetric bipolar waveform is de-
fined as

j t t j t t
T T

+ −∫ ∫=( ) ( )
0 0

d d .
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The self-heating of interconnect lines
within a 3-D array could be significantly
more severe due to thermal coupling

between neighboring lines.



From now on we will concentrate on developing
the self-consistent equation for maximum al-
lowed jpeak for symmetric bipolar current wave-
forms. For these waveforms, Eq. (18) can be
rewritten as

j R
T

j t t
T

ACR d= − ∫ +( ) ( )1
1

0
.

(22)

Substituting Eq. (22) in Eq. (21) with the
equality sign we have

1
1 2 20

0

T
j t t

j
R

Q
k T

Q
k T

T

B m B
+∫ =

−
−







( ) exp .d

ref

(23)
Define the average current as

j
T

j t t
T

avg bipolar d= ∫
1

0
( ) .

(24)

It follows that for a symmetric bipolar case

j
T

j t t
T

j t t
T T

avg bipolar d d= =+ −∫ ∫
2 2

0 0
( ) ( ) .

(25)

Using Eq. (23),

j
j
R

Q
k T

Q
k TB m B

avg bipolar
ref

=
−

−








2
1 2 2

0 exp .
(26)

Define the equivalent duty cycle as

r
j

j
= avg bipolar

rms

2

2
.

(27)

Therefore, from Eqs. (26) and (13),

( )
r

j t t W T

R T T

Q

k T

Q

k T m m m m

m

B m B=
−

− −

4

1
0
2

2

exp ( )

( ) (
ref ins

ref

ρ

)K Wins eff

.
(28)

Figure 7 compares the maximum allowed jrms and metal tem-
perature Tm for unipolar and bipolar pulses for R = 05. . Note that
jpeak will depend on the actual shape of the bipolar waveform and
therefore jrms is used for comparison. Equivalent duty cycle is de-
fined in Eq. (27). Note that if only half-period was considered (see
Fig. 6), the effective r for the bipolar case as defined in Eq. (27)
would be the same as the unipolar case. From Figure 7 we observe
that the maximum allowed jrms increases from the unipolar case.
However, as the effective duty factor decreases, the maximum al-
lowed jrms values for the two case become very similar. For in-
stance, for r =1, the allowed jrms for the bipolar case is three times
higher than the allowed jrms for the unipolar case, while at
r = −10 4 , this factor is only 1.2.

Quasi-2-D Heat Conduction
We now analyze the effects of line-width scaling on the thermal
impedance defined by Eq. (14), which is accurate to within 3%
for W tm / ins 0.4 [32]. In current DSM technologies, the ratio
W tm / ins gets even smaller (especially for the top-level metal
lines), and Weff , which is meant to account for the extra heat con-
duction from the sides (illustrated in Fig. 8), must be obtained
for real DSM interconnect structures experimentally. We will
first express Weff in a more general form:

W W tmeff ins= + φ . (29)

Here φ is introduced as the heat-spreading parameter that
must be extracted from data. In this work we will use φ = 0 88.
as the heat-spreading parameter. For DSM technologies our
estimates for maximum allowed jpeak may therefore be some-
what conservative.

Reliability-Based Limits of
Interconnect Current Densities

We now consider the technology specifications for the VLSI tech-
nology process ranging from 180 nm to 50 nm as per the ITRS
[13] shown in Table 1. The interconnect metal is assumed to be
Cu. We then solve for the self-consistent metal temperature Tm

and the corresponding maximum allowed jrms and jpeak values.
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Before presenting the self-consistent solutions, we must
point out an important caveat, which is the distinction between
thermally long and thermally short metal lines. Since intercon-
nect leads are typically connected to the diffusion (or another
metal lead) through a contact (or via), the temperature at the
end regions of these lines is generally lower than the tempera-
ture in regions far away from the ends. Under steady-state condi-
tions, the governing heat equation for an isolated metal line can
be expressed as

d
d

rms
2

2
0

2

2

0
T

x
T T j

K
m

m

− − + =
λ

ρ

where T0 is the temperature at the ends of the line, Km is the ther-
mal conductivity of the interconnect metal, and λ is the charac-
teristic thermal diffusion length, which is given by [35]:

( )λ =
+

t K t

K
m m

t

W m

ins

ins
ins1 0 88.

where λ is of the order of 1µm-20µm. Metal lines that are much
longer than λ are termed thermally long while those that are
close to the value of λ are termed thermally short.

We will primarily focus on the analysis of the thermally long
lines, which give rise to worst case scenarios. We will not con-
centrate on thermal effects for small intra-block interconnects.
Their lengths are usually of the same order of magnitude as the
thermal characteristic length. Also, these nets are typically
routed on the first few levels of metal, which are closer to the sili-
con substrate, and hence the thermal problem is not as severe.
Long interconnects that could be much larger than the thermal
characteristic length will therefore form the main focus of the
following analysis. These long lines usually realize the
inter-block communication and hence, for delay purposes, they
are routed on the higher, less resistive top-few layers of metal.
However, these metal layers are usually far away from the silicon
substrate and hence can potentially experience thermal prob-
lems. Therefore, self-consistent solutions were obtained only for
the top metal layers.

We begin by analyzing the effect of intro-
ducing new dielectric materials on reliability.
In Fig. 9 the self-consistent values of Tm and jrms

are plotted as a function of duty cycle (r) for dif-
ferent dielectrics but using the top-level metal
dimensions of the 180-nm technology node for
symmetric bipolar current waveforms. It can
be observed that jrms decreases significantly as
dielectrics with lower thermal conductivity are
introduced. For small values of r, jrms varies
very slowly with r, thereby signifying the in-
creasing importance of self-heating.

This indicates that introduction of better in-
terconnect materials to improve performance
becomes increasingly ineffective in increasing
jrms for dielectrics with poor thermal proper-
ties. Another detrimental effect of using low-k
dielectric materials is that the metal tempera-
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Table 1. ITRS interconnect parameters for 180-nm to 50-nm technologies. All dimensions are in nm.
Pitch is twice the width for all cases. n is the number of layers in the current tier. tild is the inter-layer

dielectric thickness. ε r is the dielectric constant.

Tech. ε r

k ins

(W/(m−K))

Local Tier Semiglobal Tier Global Tier

n wm tm t ild n wm tm t ild n wm tm t ild

180 3.75 1.05 2 250 350 350 2 320 640 672 2 525 1155 1260

130 3.1 0.54 3 182.5 273.75 273.75 2 232.5 511.5 488.25 2 382.5 956.25 1032.75

100 1.9 0.19 3 132.5 225.25 225.25 3 170 408 374 2 280 756 784

70 1.5 0.12 3 92.5 175.75 125.75 3 120 300 276 3 195 546 565.5

50 1.25 0.07 3 65 136.5 136.5 3 82.5 222.75 198 3 137.5 398.75 412.5
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9. Self-consistent solutions for maximum allowed jrms and Tm for metal 6 in a 180-nm
technology for a symmetric bipolar waveform for R = 0 5. for different dielectrics.



ture increases, as is evident in Fig. 9, which makes these lines
more susceptible to high-current failures [3, 9].

Figure 10 plots the maximum allowed jrms for the top-level
metal lines for the ITRS technology nodes for power supply and
ground lines. The duty factor therefore is assumed to be 1, and
Eq. (17) is used to determine Tm and jrms . Recall that for r =1,
j j jpeak rms avg= = for unipolar current waveforms. Figure 11
plots the maximum allowed jrms for the top-level metal lines for
the ITRS technology nodes for symmetric bipolar waveforms.
The duty factor r is taken to be 0.3 for all technologies except for
the 50-nm technology, for which r = 0 44. . The reason for this
choice is explained in the next section. It is evident from Fig. 11
that jrms shows a slight decreasing trend as the technology
scales. It is instructive to contrast this result with Fig. 9, which
shows jrms variation by only considering different dielectric ma-
terials while the interconnect geometry is not scaled. From Fig.
9 it can be observed that if interconnect geometry is not scaled,
maximum allowed jpeak decreases by a factor of 2.25 from 180-nm
technology to 50-nm technology node due to decreasing ther-
mal conductivity of dielectrics. If scaled interconnects as per
ITRS specifications are considered, jrms reduces by only 16.8%.
Therefore, for isolated lines, scaling of interconnect geometries
helps to offset the detrimental effects of using dielectric materi-
als with poor thermal properties.

Performance-Based
Interconnect Current Densities

As a next step we outline a methodology for computing current
density from performance considerations only. Consider an in-
terconnect of length l between two buffers. The schematic repre-
sentation is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1(b) shows an equivalent RC
circuit for the system. The voltage source (Vtr ) is assumed to
switch instantaneously when voltage at the input capacitor (Vst)
reaches a fraction x, 0 1≤ ≤x of the total swing. Hence, the
overall delay of one segment is given by:

τ = + + + +b x R C C b x cR rC l a x rcltr L P tr L( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2
(30)

where a x( )and b x( )only depend on the switching model; i.e., x.
For instance, for x = 05. , a = 0 4. and b = 07. [36]. If r0, c0 and cp

are the resistance, input and parasitic output capacitances of a
minimum-sized inverter, respectively, then Rtr can be written as
r s0 / where s is size of the inverter in multiples of minimum-
sized inverters. Similarly C scP p= and C scL = 0. If the total in-
terconnect of length L is divided into n segments of length
l L n= / , then the overall delay is given by

T n
L
l

b x r c c b x c
r
s

src L a x rclp

delay =

= + + + +

τ

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )0 0
0

0 L.

(31)

It should be noted in the above equation that s and l appear sepa-
rately and therefore Tdelay can be optimized separately for s and l.
The optimum values of l and s are given as

l
b x r c c

a x rc
p

opt =
+( ) ( )

( )
0 0

(32)

s
r c
rcopt = 0

0

.
(33)

Note that sopt is independent of the switching model; i.e., x.
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10. Maximum allowed jrms for top-layer metal of ITRS technologies
for dc currents.
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Since, for deep sub-micron technologies, a significant frac-
tion of interconnect capacitance c is contributed by coupling
and fringing capacitances to neighboring lines as shown in Fig.
12, we performed a full 3-D-capacitance extraction using
FASTCAP [14] for signal lines at various metal levels to obtain
the values of c.

This inverter-interconnect structure can be simulated using
SPICE to obtain the interconnect current waveforms along the
interconnect. In order to compare the current densities using
SPICE simulations and those computed in Fig. 11, an appropri-
ate value of r needs to be chosen for simulations. Since these
lines are mostly global-tier interconnects, they are expected to
carry signals at almost every clock cycle unless the block they are
communicating to is powered down. Therefore, this inverter-in-
terconnect structure is used as a delay stage in a multistage ring
oscillator and the current waveforms and current densities
along the interconnect are obtained. These current waveforms
and Eq. (27) are used to determine the equivalent duty factor. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes these values for various ITRS technologies.

In practice, the input capacitance CL of the inverter is almost
constant but the output resistance Rtr and output parasitic ca-
pacitance C P are voltage dependent and therefore change dur-
ing the output transition. Therefore, accurate values of optimal
interconnect length and buffer size need to be determined by
SPICE simulations. For this, we take advantage of the fact that
the optimal interconnect length does not depend on the buffer
size. Therefore, we first set the buffer size to an appropriate value
and sweep the interconnect length and find the optimum length
that minimizes the ratio of the ring oscillator stage delay and in-
terconnect length. Using this optimum length, we subsequently
sweep buffer sizes and find the optimum buffer size that mini-
mizes the ratio of the stage delay and interconnect length. This
allows us to obtain the values of lopt and sopt taking into account
the bias dependence of transistor resistances and capacitances
and the switching model.

Note that due to the distributed nature of the interconnect,
the maximum current density occurs close to the buffer output.
Hence, we need to verify whether this maximum current den-
sity, which is obtained from performance considerations

( )jperformance only, also meets the EM current density limits

( )jreliability obtained earlier using the self-consistent approach.
Also, the relative rise and fall slope was found to be the same

across all technologies. From our simulations it was observed that
drivers and interconnects optimized using Eqs. (33) and (32) main-
tain good slew rates for rising and falling transitions across all tech-
nologies, except the 50-nm node, with an effective duty cycle

( )r j j= avg bipolar nms
2 2/ of 0 31 001. .± , as shown in Table 2. r is higher

for the 50-nm technology node because the transistors don’t switch
off completely (according to BSIM3 models) and therefore the in-
terconnect waveform is affected. Since for the signal lines the cur-
rent waveform is symmetric and bipolar, javg bipolar is computed
over half the time period to obtain r. The interconnect waveforms
for the top-layer metal lines for 180-nm and 70-nm technology
nodes are shown in Fig. 13. It can be observed that the relative rise
and fall skew is the same across both technologies.

Table 2. Optimized interconnect and buffer parameters for
global tier for various ITRS technology nodes at 120 °C.

Tech.
l opt

(mm)
s

opt

j rms

(MA/cm2)

j avg bipolar

(MA/cm2)

Duty

Cycle

r

180 3.33 174 0.622 0.339 0.297

130 2.5 151 0.66 0.368 0.311

100 2.22 110 0.61 0.34 0.311

70 1.32 82 0.66 0.373 0.319

50 1.06 53 0.46 0.302 0.431
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13. Current waveforms in the top-layer metal lines obtained from
SPICE simulation.



Figure 14 shows the comparison of jperformance with the values
of jreliability for various technology nodes. It can be observed that
jperformance is always lower than jreliability for all technologies. This
implies that the optimum interconnect length of an isolated sig-
nal line is determined solely by performance considerations.

In the above analysis it was assumed that the line capacitance
per unit length is constant. In an actual design this is not neces-
sarily the case. Consider the interconnect structure shown in
Fig. 12. The total interconnect capacitance Ctotal can be viewed as
a sum of capacitance to lines on the same metal layer Cneighbor and
lines on other metal layers Cother (shown by solid and dashed
lines, respectively, in Fig. 12.) Cneighbor and Cother consist of both
parallel plate and fringing capacitances. Lines on adjacent metal
layers are typically routed orthogonal to each other. Hence, the
total capacitance between metal lines at two adjacent layers is
very small. On the other hand, the capacitance to neighboring
lines is large. This is especially the case for deep sub-micron
technologies where the aspect ratio of the lines is greater than 1,
and as a result C Cneighbor total/ is very high (0.7 to 0.9). The effec-
tive capacitance of the line ranges from2C Cneighbor other+ to Cother ,
depending upon whether the neighboring line signals are
switching in the opposite direction or the same direction.

Furthermore, it is observed from simulation and can be
shown that the interconnect current remains almost the same if
the load capacitance of a buffer changes. The rise and fall time
will be affected significantly, but the interconnect current does
not change appreciably if the buffer drive strength is unchanged.
However, for the slower transition r increases, and for the faster
transition r decreases (typical values observed in simulation are
0.4 for slower transition and 0.2 for the faster transition).

From Fig. 7, it can be observed that jrms reliability− also does not
change appreciably for this range of duty factors. Hence, the ob-
servations made in Fig. 14 will also not change much if the inter-
connect capacitance changes with signal patterns.

Effect of Interconnect Dimension
on Copper Resistivity

The experiments in the previous section were carried out assum-
ing that the metal resistivity does not change with line width. In
an actual VLSI interconnect, metal resistivity starts increasing
as the minimum dimension of the metal line becomes compara-
ble to the mean free path of the electrons (i.e., interconnect
metal is considered to be a thin-film) [34]. This is because sur-
face scattering starts having a non-negligible contribution to the
resistivity compared to the contribution due to bulk scattering.
Furthermore, surface scattering also reduces the thermal coeffi-
cient of resistivity of material.

Another effect that is responsible for increased resistivity is the
presence of barrier material for copper interconnects (see Fig. 18).
Since the resistivity of the barrier material is extremely high com-
pared to copper, it can be assumed that all the current is carried by
copper. Therefore, the effective area through which the current
conduction takes place is reduced, or, equivalently, the effective
resistivity of the metal line of the same drawn dimension is in-
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14. Comparison of jrms values obtained from reliability and electrical
performance considerations for top-layer metal for various ITRS

technology nodes.

Table 3. Resistivity and temperature coefficient ratios for
the global tier metals for various technologies. All

dimensions in nm. Barrier thickness of 10 nm assumed for
all technology nodes.

Tech. w

ρ
ρ

0 thin film−

ρ
ρ

0barrier

ρ
ρ

0 eff

α
α

0

180 525 1.0162 1.0487 1.0657 0.9527

130 382.5 1.0224 1.0663 1.0902 0.9353

100 280 1.0308 1.0914 1.1250 0.9122

70 195 1.0448 1.1351 1.1859 0.8752

50 137.5 1.0646 1.2003 1.2779 0.8263

Table 4. Optimized interconnect and buffer parameters for
global tier for various ITRS technology nodes taking into

account increased resistivity due to surface scattering and
barrier materials.

Tech. lopt (mm) sopt
jrms

(MA/cm2)

javg bipolar

(MA/cm2)
r

180 3.0 179 0.633 0.344 0.296

130 2.4 146 0.643 0.353 0.302

100 2.12 96 0.559 0.311 0.310

70 1.2 82 0.626 0.361 0.332

50 0.99 48 0.400 0.263 0.432



creased. This becomes
more of a problem as
metal lines scale since it
is very difficult to scale
the thickness of the bar-
rier material.

According to [26] the
resistivity ρ of a thin-
film metal can be expressed in terms of bulk resistivity ρ0 as

ρ
ρ

0
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1 1 1
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= − − −
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where k d= / λ mfp, d is the smallest dimension of the film (in our
case, the width), λ mfp is the bulk mean free path of electrons, and
p is fraction of electrons that are elastically reflected at the sur-
face. For copper, p = 0 47. and λ mfp = 421 Å at 0 °C [37]. More-
over, since the temperature alters the mean free path of the
electrons, the temperature coefficientα of the thin film of metal
is also different from its bulk value. α can be related to the bulk
temperature coefficient α 0 as [26]:
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The resistivity and temperature coefficient ratios for the global-
tier metals for various technologies is given in Table 3. Table 4
shows lopt, sopt, jrms , javg bipolar and r values recalculated taking into
account increased resistivity due to surface scattering and the pres-
ence of barrier materials. Figure 15 shows the jrms reliability and
jrms performance considering the increased metal resistivity and de-
creased thermal coefficient of resistivity due to decreasing metal

line width. It can be seen
that both jrms reliability and
jrms performance reduce
slightly as compared to
the case when bulk values
are used.

Another effect that
can cause metal resistiv-

ity to increase is skin effect. This is normally observed at high fre-
quencies at which the current gets confined almost entirely to a
very thin sheet at the surface of the conductor. The thickness of
this sheet, known as the skin depth, determines the effective
cross-sectional area of the conductor and its resistance. The skin
depth (δ) is given by [38]:

δ
ωµσ

= 2

(34)

Here, the frequency f = ω π/ 2 and µ and σ are the permeability
and conductivity of the interconnect material, respectively. It
was found that for skin effect to start impacting the line resis-
tance, the thickness of Cu lines needs to be larger than 2.089µm
for 1 GHz and 0.661µm for 10 GHz signals. Since the dimensions
of the global Cu lines used in this study were << 1µm, skin effect
is not expected to impact the resistivity of these lines, at least for
frequencies up to 10 GHz.

Thermal Coupling in
3-D Interconnect Arrays

In this section we will briefly address the issue of thermal cou-
pling in VLSI interconnects. Our self-consistent analysis of
self-heating and EM effects presented above was based on single
isolated interconnect lines. In a real IC there are densely packed
layers of interconnect lines that form a 3-D array. The self-heat-
ing of interconnect lines within such an array could be signifi-
cantly more severe due to thermal coupling between
neighboring lines [25]. The heat-flow analysis for such struc-
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15. Comparison of jrms values obtained from reliability and electrical
performance considerations for top-layer metal for various ITRS

technology nodes with and without taking into account increased re-
sistivity due to surface scattering and barrier materials.
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16. Maximum allowed jrms for top-layer metal of ITRS technologies
for symmetric bipolar currents with and without thermal coupling

from neighboring lines. Also shown is the jrms from performance con-
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It is envisioned that thermal effects in
interconnects can potentially become another

serious design constraint.



tures is complicated and must involve numerical simulation
techniques such as finite element method.

The RMS current density can be empirically shown to obey the
following relationship

j
T T

T
m

m m
rms

ref2 ∝ −
ρ ( ) (35)

and the proportionality constant κ (which is independent of the
interconnect material) can be obtained empirically from the finite
element analysis. In our work we use the results presented in [6],
which include coupling between interconnects at all metal layers.

Substituting Eqs. (35) and (26) in Eq. (27), we can obtain an-
other self-consistent equation similar to Eq. (28)

( )
r

j T

R T T

Q

k T

Q

k T m m

m

B m B=
−

− −

4

1
0
2

2

exp ( )

( ) ( )
ref

ref

ρ

κ
.

(36)

From this we can calculate the maximum allowed jrms for
densely packed metal lines. Figure 16 compares this with the jrms

obtained from Fig. 15 for isolated metal lines. We find that the
maximum allowed jrms reduces for the 3-D case, where all the
metal lines are heated with equal current load in all the leads.
Moreover, with technology scaling, the percentage reduction in
jrms due to coupling from neighboring lines increases, therefore
jrms reliability comes closer to jrms performance as the technologies scale.

Reliability Issues In Vias
In this section we investigate the possible cases when the perfor-
mance-based rms current density may potentially exceed the re-
liability rms current limit. We first examine the case of global
interconnects when the buffer size is increased beyond sopt. Fig-
ure 17 plots the rms current density as a function of buffer size
driving an interconnect of length lopt as obtained from SPICE
simulations. We observe that jrms saturates at a value of approxi-
mately12. × −jrms opt, which is well below the reliability limit. The
rms current density in global interconnects becomes more than
the reliability current density if the buffer size exceeds 3 × sopt

and the interconnect length is less than 5 µ. This is highly un-
likely in any practical design.

We now investigate whether rms current density in vias used in
these large buffers can exceed the reliability limit. As shown in Fig.
2, in a technology with multiple levels of interconnect, the buffers
are connected to the global lines by a series of vias and possibly
short interconnects at intermediate layers of metal if the technol-
ogy does not allow stack vias. The vias at the local and semiglobal
layers are pitch-matched to the interconnects at these layers. How-
ever, they are carrying the same current as the global metal layers
and therefore can potentially be a thermal reliability concern. For
copper vias, Eq. (35) holds (with a different proportionality con-
stant κvia ). Therefore an equation of the form of Eq. (36) can be de-
rived for copper vias as well, which can be used to calculate the
maximum allowed jrms for the via. In our work, κvia was determined
using the measured value of temperature rise ( )T Tvia ref− for a

given current density ( jrms ) [39]. These values are summarized in
Table 5 for various ITRS technology nodes along with the mini-
mum via area such that the current density in the via due to perfor-
mance considerations is equal to the maximum allowed jrms from
thermal and reliability considerations. Also shown are the areas of
minimum-sized vias at the local tier. It can be observed that for op-
timally buffered global lines, in order to meet the thermal reliability
constraints, the area of the via at the local tier should be at least
three times the area of the minimum sized via at that tier.

Thermal Effects Under
High-Current Stress Conditions

As discussed earlier, a special case of thermally accelerated in-
terconnect failure can also occur under ESD conditions. ESD is a
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high-current (>1A) short-time scale (< 200 ns ) phenomenon
that can lead to catastrophic open-circuit failures and latent
damage [10, 40, 41]. Also, IC failures due to ESD have signifi-
cantly increased in importance as VLSI technologies continue to
shrink towards the deep sub-micron regime [42]. Protection cir-
cuits are typically designed to reduce the impact of ESD events.
Interconnects in these protection circuits and in the I/O cir-
cuitry, which are subjected to ESD stress, have to withstand very
high-current stress conditions during such events. In older
technology nodes the ESD robustness of ICs was mostly domi-
nated by the failures in the protection devices. This was due to
the fact that the performance of the ICs was not wire limited or
limited by the number of I/O pins, which allowed extra flexibility
in wire sizing and spacing to avoid any interconnect failures.
However, for deep submicron technology nodes, interconnect
failures can become a serious design and reliability concern. In
fact, it has been shown that at the 0.25-µm technology node, in-
terconnects become the dominant ESD failure mechanism [43].
Furthermore, the introduction of low-k materials can increase
the susceptibility of interconnects to thermally accelerated fail-
ures during ESD events [9].

Self-heating under ESD type events are nonsteady-state
events since they are much smaller in time scale compared with
the thermal time constants of the interconnects, which are of
the order of a few microseconds. Due to the nonsteady-state situ-
ation, the Joule heat generated in the wires does not have suffi-
cient time to flow out through the entire underlying insulator
stack. Banerjee et. al. formulated a model to account for the
nonsteady-state Joule heating of interconnects [21, 19]. They
proposed a dielectric sheath model, wherein only a thin sheath of
the surrounding dielectric around the interconnect heats up
along with the metal interconnect. Hence, interconnect temper-
ature rise under such conditions (tpulse << τ, where τ is the ther-
mal time constant of the interconnect) is independent of the
total underlying insulator thickness or the thermal impedance,
contrary to the temperature rise expected in interconnects un-
der steady-state conditions as described earlier. The tempera-
ture rise of the interconnect under such conditions is given by

∆T
E

C
=

θ (37)

where E is the pulse energy and Cθ is the effective thermal capac-
ity of the interconnect that includes the thermal capacity of the
metal and the surrounding dielectric sheath. The pulse energy is
given by [19]

E I t R R I tR Tf≈ + = +1
2

1
2

22
0

2
0∆ ∆ ∆( ) ( )α AlCu (38)

where I is the magnitude of the constant current pulse,∆t is the
pulse duration, R0 and Rf are the initial (t = 0) and final (t t= ∆ )
values of the line resistance, and α AlCu is the temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance for AlCu. The time-dependent thermal capac-
ity Cθ is given by

C t C C ti
m

i
θ ( ) ( )= +∑ dielectric sheath

(39)

where the summation includes all materials in the metal stack
and

C t a tddielectric sheath( ) ∝

where ad is the thermal diffusivity in the surrounding dielectric.
Substituting Eqs. (38) and (39) in Eq. (37), a critical current, I crit ,
that causes a certain amount of temperature rise∆Tcrit can be cal-
culated [19]
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The model presented for TiN/AlCu/TiN interconnects in [19]
can be easily extended to analyze and design by damascene Cu
interconnects (see Fig. 18). The models can be compared by ap-
plying
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where ρ0,Cu is the effective resistivity of Cu as described above. If
we assume that dimensions of AlCu and Cu interconnects are the
same for a given pulse width and dielectric material, we can get
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Table 5. Maximum allowed jrms for a via and minimum via
area for various technology nodes.

Tech.
Jrms

(MA/cm2)

Minimum

Area (µ2)

Via Area

(Local Tier)

(µ2)

180 4.18494 0.091718 0.049087

130 4.14404 0.056753 0.026159

100 4.09105 0.028924 0.013789

70 3.95897 0.016835 0.067201

50 3.50195 0.0062626 0.0033183
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∆Tcrit for open-circuit failure for Cu is expected to be higher than
that of AlCu for a given insulator material since the melting
point of Cu (~1100 °C) is larger than the melting point of AlCu
(~660 °C). Therefore, for open-circuit failure conditions

I Icrit,Cu crit,AlCu> .

In [19] it has been shown that the critical current density for
causing open-circuit metal failure in AlCu interconnects is ~60
MA/cm2, at which the critical temperature rise ∆Tcrit =1000 °C.
Also, interconnects can suffer latent damage under subcritical
current pulses if the lines resolidify after melting, which has been
shown to degrade the EM lifetime of AlCu interconnects [21, 22].
Equation (40) can also be used to avoid any latent reliability haz-
ard by designing for a lower value of∆Tcrit. These interconnect de-
sign rules must be obeyed for high-current robustness.

Summary
Thermal effects in advanced high-performance interconnect

systems arising due to self-heating under various circuit condi-
tions, including ESD, has been examined in detail. A self-consis-
tent approach that simultaneously comprehends self-heating
and EM under both unipolar and bipolar stress conditions has
been used to compute the maximum allowed rms current den-
sity and to compare it with performance-limited interconnect
current density. This methodology is used to analyze the impli-
cations of interconnect technology (Cu, low-k, etc.) scaling us-
ing ITRS data on thermal effects and performance optimization
for global-tier metal lines, wherein the effects of increasing in-
terconnect (Cu) resistivity with decreasing line dimensions, the
effect of a finite barrier metal thickness, and thermal coupling
between wires have been included.

Using circuit-level simulations we have confirmed that
the effective duty cycles for optimized global interconnects
remain nearly invariant across metal layers and technolo-
gies. A value of 0.31 ± 0.01 was obtained for all cases. This
analysis has helped provide a more realistic value of the duty
cycle for analyzing thermal and EM effects using the
self-consistent approach. Second, the implications of these
thermal effects on the design (driver sizing) and optimiza-
tion of the interconnect length between repeaters at the up-
per-level signal lines have been investigated. We have shown
that the maximum allowed rms current density based on the
self-consistent criteria is greater than the rms current den-
sity obtained from optimized driver and interconnect con-
figurations (i.e., j jrms reliability rms performance− −> ). Furthermore, we
have shown that in real 3-D interconnect arrays the greater
self-heating due to thermal coupling effects could further
lower the jrms reliability− in advanced technology nodes. Hence, for
DSM technologies that employ low-k dielectrics, thermal ef-
fects in interconnects need careful consideration.

The reliability implications for minimum-sized vias in opti-
mally buffered signal nets have also been quantified. This analysis
suggests that for the optimally buffered interconnects, while the
current density in the line remains limited by the performance, the
current density in the vias significantly exceeds the reliability-based
limits, which has important implications for the physical design
process flow and various optimization techniques. Finally, design
guidelines for high-current robustness of interconnects used in
ESD protection and I/O circuits have been presented.
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